[Neural mechanisms underlying the integration of perception and action].
The hallmark of higher-order brain functions is the ability to integrate and associate diverse sets of information in a flexible manner. Thus, fundamental knowledge about the mechanisms underlying of information in the brain can be obtained by examining the neural mechanisms involved in the generation of an appropriate motor command based on perceived sensory signals. In this review article, we have focused on the involvement of the neuronal networks centered at the lateral aspect of the frontal cortex in the process of motor selection and motor planning based on visual signals. We have initially discussed the role of the lateral prefrontal cortex in integrating multiple sets of visual signals to select a reach target and the participation of the premotor cortex in retrieving and integrating diverse sets of motor information, such as where should one reach out or which arm is to be used. Next, based on the results of the studies on ideomotor apraxia, we have hypothesized that there are at least 2 distinct levels of neural representation (virtual level and physical level). We have reviewed the evidence supporting the operation of 2 distinct classes of neuronal activities corresponding to these 2 levels. In conclusion, we propose that the frontal cortex initially processes information across sensory and motor domains at the virtual level to generate information about a forthcoming motor action (virtual action plan) and that this information is subsequently transformed into a motor command, such as muscle activity or movement direction, for an actual body movement at the physical level (physical motor plan). This proposed framework may be useful for explaining the diverse clinical conditions caused by brain lesions as well as for clarifying the neural mechanisms underlying the integration of perception and action.